In the article we consider the composite conformal map which maps annulus to infinite region with symmetric hole and nearly circular hole. It is shown that such transformation is good if the distance between centers of holes are large or radius of circular hole is small. Examples for bilinear-hypotrochoids mapping and bilinearSchwarz-Christoffel mapping are present.
Introduction
In their recent article Lu and coworkers [1] consider a composite mapping function which maps an annulus to an infinite region with elliptic and nearly circular hole. In this short article, we will use their idea to map annulus to an infinite region with polygonal hole and nearly circular hole. To best of our knowledge such transformation is not discussed in the literature [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] trough it may be useful in some applications in potential theory, linear elasticity and mesh generation. 
The mapping
We first consider a mapping from complex plane  to the complex plane w by the bilinear function [4, 6, 10] in the form
where    . 
We note that
If 1 r and e are given then 1  and  are calculated by [10] :
Let us now consider a function If on z-plane we have some simple nonintersecting curve L enclosing coordinate origin then one can find coefficients of the function   F w that will map circle 1 w  to L [10] . Obviously the circle 1   on ζ -plane will be by the composite mapping
will be mapped onto the circle 
Expanding this into power series of
where we denote
s is minimal spacing between the circles. Thus if  is small i.e. 1 r is small or s is large, then the circle 1 w e r   is approximately map onto the circle z h R   .
In general, we cannot select location of circle h and compute e, becouse e is real number and therefore if h is given then (9) leads to two equations for one unknown. However if curve L is symmetric with respect to x axis then the coefficients n c of expansion (5) are real numbers and therefore are h and R. If in this case h is given then (9) 
Once we know e we can for given R calculate 1 r using (10)
Knowing e and 1 r we can then calculate 1  and  of bilinear mapping (1) by means of (3) and (4) . In this way we obtain a mapping which conformal maps annulus to infinite region bounded by the curve L and nearly circular hole z h R   .
Examples

Composite bilinear-hypotrochoids mapping
Consider the mapping [10] 
In words, the figure has locally straight edges. In Figures 2, 3 Let us now consider a discrepancy of the mapping to the given circle. Using (9) and (10) 
As was already shown the difference becomes smaller with decreasing  , however it also decrease by increasing n.
Consider now a case when 0 s  i.e. the circles on w plane almost touch. In this case by using (11) 
At i e 1    we obtain maximum difference
i.e. the difference is bounded and decrease with increasing n. This property can be also observed from numbers in Table 1 . 
Bilinear -Schwarz-Christoffel mapping
For regular polygon of n sides the Schwarz-Christoffel maping has the form [11]  
The integral can be evaluated by series expansion 
